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SBT Energy

Who are we?
SBT Energy is a concept development company. We have a unique mix of experience and forwardthinking, innovative mindsets to address technical challenges in the ocean with practical and real
solutions.
Demonstrating the viability of those concepts is one of our core objectives to de-risk the transformation
into real-world products and solutions. We firmly believe that we are at the beginning of an exciting
new technical revolution, but with environment at the heart of this.
SBT Energy strives to be the leaders at the forefront of imagination, innovation and ‘making it happen’,
engaging with the supply chain to create the technology integration.
Our high stability, scalable offshore buoy platforms and subsea storage solutions, together with our
innovate DTR illustrate our breath of technology innovation.
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Floating Wind Challenge
Fixed wind is serviced by Jack-up vessels, which position next to the jacket/monopile, both of which
are anchored to the seabed. For FOWT’s, the water is too deep for Jack-ups or the damage risk to
moorings and cables too high, therefore floating vessels are proposed. Lifting between 2 floating
structures at heights of 100-150m and greater, present significant safety hazards plus requires calm
seas and very low wind conditions.
The safe option is to tow the FOWT to port, where operations can be performed in more controlled and
less weather sensitive location, especially using cranes with their higher operating limits. This has the
added advantage that other O&M work scopes can be performed alongside rather than offshore,
further reducing maintenance costs and increasing local content value.
Achieving quick connection and disconnection of the mooring lines and power cables or dynamic risers
has until now been extremely challenging. This was identified as one of the key challenges by the
Carbon Trust in the Floating Wind Joint Industry Project (JIP).
SBT Energy’s Disconnectable Turret for Renewables (DTR) system is a step change in innovation,
allowing an efficient ‘plug and play’ configuration. Emergency release of both moorings and power
cables is possible into a safe, ready to quickly re-connection configuration, reducing risk and LCOE.

Being technology agnostic, the DTR can be used with semi-submersibles, spars, or barges, reducing
costs, risks and dramatically increasing operational flexibility, including the potential to allow ‘flowthrough’ of electricity, or hydrogen, between adjacent turbines even though the FOWT is disconnected.

Patent Pending
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Disconnectable Turret for Renewables (DTR)

Offshore Wind

How does it work?

Spread moorings attach to each corner of a floating structure to hold it on a fixed heading. Each
mooring line and dynamic riser have to be handled independently. Each mooring line and riser have to
be recovered from or laid down onto the seabed, avoiding crossing, twists and handling damage,
meaning long, hazardous, complex and costly marine operations.
In Single Point Moorings (SPM’s) the lines attach to a turret and a swivel bearing allows a floating
structure to rotate to face the weather. Buoyant disconnectable turrets support the moorings and risers
mid-water when disconnected, meaning no or minimal handling of mooring lines and risers.
Connections are made once only before the floating structure arrives for the first time.
Floating Offshore Wind Turbines (FOWT’s) are mostly ‘spread moored’ as the heading adjustment is
performed at the nacelle at the top of the tower.
Our DTR innovation uses a simplified version of the buoyant disconnectable turret design. By using a
smaller recovery line between the buoy and the mooring lines, once the buoy is pulled in, the mooring
line top ends can be pulled a short distance onto the FOWT. Disconnection is by a simply lowering or
quick release or the mooring lines, before the buoy is released from the hull.
Some of the mooring lines can be connected directly onto the buoy, further reducing offshore handling.
The power cables are automatically pulled into the FOWT hull along with the buoy.
By this novel method any spread moored floating structure can be connected simply and safety, but
when disconnected the moorings and risers are safely supported by the DTR buoy.

Patent Pending
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Disconnectable Turret for Renewables (DTR)

Offshore Wind

Cost and Risk Reduction
The DTR supports the moorings and power cables when the FOWT is off-station, ready to quick
connect. The deeper the water the more critical this is, as the cost and risks in handling very long
cables and mooring lines in deep water escalate significantly.
By using the DTR, a quick disconnection can also be performed in a matter of hours, potentially
without any winches being needed, but still leaving the system safe ready for a quick reconnection.
With the cable ends permanently through the DTR I-tube, there is potential to connect both power
cable ends together, allowing power to flow, even when the FOWT is not on-station.

+ Reduced cost and duration for connection, disconnection and reconnection operations
+ Improves economic case for tow-to-port for upgrade/major maintenance.
+ Increase local content value (increased alongside work scope)
+ Maximise offshore tasks alongside (onshore) as part of tow to port philosophy.
+ Potentially allow ‘flow-through’ when disconnected.
+ No swivel bearing or electrical swivel required.
+ DTR buoy material cost comparable to traditional disconnectable cable I-tube arrangements.
+ Reduced insurance premiums - less frequent / less costly repairs.
+ Reduce the weather windows required and delays in offshore operations.
+ Increased flexibility for maintenance operations to reduce LCOE.
+ Maximise commissioning of cable system before FOWT arrival.

Patent Pending
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Disconnectable Turret for Renewables (DTR)

Offshore Wind

Safety and Environment
The safety of interventions to replace heavy components at the extreme height of the nacelle/rotor area
is paramount. The lifting would be performed at extreme heights and due to motions of the crane tip
and nacelle, there are high risks and potentially very large weather downtimes offshore. This is where
the tow to port can allow safe and efficient lifting to be performed alongside.
Parallel inspection, maintenance, and repairs/replacement can also be performed in port, saving the
cost of a vessel offshore to perform those same duties and enhancing operational safety.
Reducing the vessel duration offshore, lessens the impact to the environment, plus there is also less
disturbance to the seabed by avoiding the laying down and pickup of moorings and power cables.
+ Tow to port avoids extreme lifting heights between moving objects at sea.
+ No mooring line handling on deck.
+ No laying down of mooring lines or power cables on the seabed.
+ Minimise or eliminate power cable handling.
+ One set of moorings and power cables can be pulled in with one operation.
+ Avoids need to thrust hook-up vessel towards FOWT hull for mooring pull-in.

+ Improves offshore safety by putting people at less risk.

Patent Pending
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Disconnectable Turret for Renewables (DTR)

Offshore Wind

Technical and Integrity

Simplicity is the key, using standard components in an innovative, minimalist layout. Negating the
requirement for an expensive bearing and electrical or hydrogen swivel was a key development goal.
The DTR system can be configured to allowing the turret section to take mooring loads from one
direction in service, reducing mooring hook-up time, or taking power cable vertical forces only. The
best option is a project optimisation based on minimising the risks and LCOE.
The system flexibility allows for the power cables connection to be either at the turret top level in the
FOWT hull or have the cables pulled up through the DTR to a higher level inside the FOWT hull.
+ No swivels or bearings required.
+ Reduced risk of handling damage and repairs.
+ Minimise risk of twist into moorings and cables from laydown/recovery operations.
+ Potential for quick / emergency disconnect of entire system remotely.
+ Power cable and mooring ends not lowered onto the seabed (suspended from DTR).
+ Potential for connecting both power cables in buoy to maintain circuit.
+ Reduced buoyancy requirement compared to traditional turret mooring.

+ Maximise installation and commissioning prior to FOWT arrival.

Patent Pending
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Disconnectable Turret for Renewables (DTR)

Offshore Wind

The Future

Contact SBT Energy to discover how the DTR can be used;
+

Within wind farm development scenarios.

+

Possible configurations for a range of FOWT hull concepts/types.

+

Installation and hook-up cost comparisons.

+

Risk reduction and safety improvements possible.

+

LCOE reduction factors.

+

DTR video on youtube.com

Patent Pending

www.sbt-energy.com
info@sbt-energy.com

SBT Energy Limited,
28 Albyn Place,
Aberdeen, UK
AB10 1YL.
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